Abstract-An upper bound is given on the cutoff rate of discrete memoryless channels. This upper bound, which coincides with a known lower bound, determines the cutoff rate, and settles a long-standing open problem.
I. WTR~DUCTI~N 
A. The Problem
Sequential decoding is a decoding algorithm for tree codes invented by Wozencraft [l] and later developed by Fano [2] . In essence, sequential decoding is a search algorithm for finding that path in a tree code which corresponds to the encoded message. The complexity of this algorithm, which can be defined roughly as the number of computations per correctly decoded source digit, is a random variable. For obvious reasons, sequential decoding is considered impractical in a given situation if its average complexity is unbounded. Without this constraint on the average decoding complexity, sequential decoding can be used at rates up to channel capacity, yielding a probability of decoding error as low as desired. With this constraint, however, the maximum achievable rate is typically strictly lower than the capacity. This maximum rate is called the (computational) cutoff rate of sequential decoding, and is denoted by Rcomp.
It is well-known ]3, p. 2791 that R,,,,(K) 2 R,,(K) for every discrete memoryless channel (DMC) K, where R,,(K) = mg" -In c ( c Q(E)dP(qIS)}'. (l-1) ?jCY .$sx Here, X denotes the input alphabet, Y the output alphabet, and P the transition probabilities of K; the maximum is taken over all probability distributions (p.d.'s) on X. In the following, we shall write K = (P, X, Y) to denote a channel with these parameters. It will be assumed throughout that the channel input and output alphabets are finite.
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This paper proves that RcO,,(K) I R,,(K) for every DMC K, and thus determines the cutoff rate of DMC's.
B. Previous Work
Jacobs and Berlekamp [4] studied the complexity of sequential decoding and made several significant contributions. To state one of their results which is relevant here, we need some definitions. Let C, be (l/n) times the number of computations performed by the sequential decoding algorithm to correctly decode the first IZ symbols of the message sequence. For any DMC K = (P, X, Y) and p > 0, let1
= mF -In c 1 c Q(E)P(sl~)"'"") (l+P) (1) (2) where the maximum is computed over all p.d.'s on X. Finally, let I$(K, p) be the smallest concave function greater than or equal to E,(K, p). JaFobs and Berlekamp proved that if the code rate exceeds E,(K, p)/p, then lim E(C,P) = cc.
0.3) n-+cQ
In particular, by*setting p = 1, the above result implies that R ,,,(K) I E,(K,l). Since E,(K,l) = R,(K) and R,,(K) I R,,,,(K), it follows that R,,(K) = R,(K) for all K for which E,(K,l) = E,( K,l). Hel_re, we extend this result to channels for which E,( K, 1) < E,( K, 1). Such channels do exist, as the next example illustrates.
Example:2 Let the transition probabilities be as in Fig.  1 . The function E,( K, p) is also given in Fig. 1 . Observe that there is a slope discontinuity at (around) p = 1, and E,(K 1) < &(K 1).
Savage [5] also studied the problem of computation in sequential decoding, and conjectured that (1.3) holds whenever the rate exceeds E,( K, p)/p. Our result establishes Savage's conjecture for p = 1, but in its full generality the conjecture still remains open. ' The function E, is known as Gallager's reliability exponent [3, 
C. Outline of the Paper
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notation and terminology for tree codes, and briefly describes sequential decoding. Sections III and IV reduce the problem of lower-bounding the expected decoding complexity in sequential decoding to one of lower-bounding the probability of decoding error for block codes. Section V is a collection of known results about spherepacking lower bounds to the probability of decoding error for fixed-composition block codes. In Section VI, we finally prove that R,(K) 2 R,,,(K) for every DMC K. In section VII, we interpret the results and point out a fundamental property of R,.
The main results of this paper are Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 6.1.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Basic Concepts and Notation
An encoder is a device which periodically receives a block of source digits and in response generates a block of channel input digits. We denote the mth source output (or encoder input) block by u(m), m 2 1, and the source output sequence by u = u(l), u(2), . . . . We denote the m th encoder output (or channel input) block in response to a source sequence u by eu(m), and the encoder output sequence by eu = eu(l), eu(2), * * . . We denote the initial segments of these sequences by u(. . m) = u(l), . . ., u(m) and eu(. . m) = eu(l), . . ., eu(m).
The alphabet which u(m), m 2 1, belongs to is called the source output (or encoder input) alphabet. For our purposes, there is no loss of generality in assuming that the source alphabet equals (0,. . . , S -l} for some integer S. The alphabet which eu(m), m 2 1, belongs to is called the encoder output alphabet. If X is the channel input alphabet, then the encoder output alphabet equals Xk (the kth Cartesian power of X) for some integer k. An encoder with these parameters will be referred to as an (S, X, k) encoder in what follows. An encoder e is called a tree encoder if eu(. . m) depends only on u(. . m) for each m. The mapping generated by a tree encoder is called a tree code. Further terminology will be introduced with the help of an example.
Example: Consider an encoder e with parameters (2, (0, l}, 2) such that
where + denotes addition modulo 2, and we arbitrarily set u(0) = 0. The first three levels of the code tree for e are shown in Fig. 2 . The tree representation is based on establishing a one-to-one mapping from source sequences to paths in the tree. In the present example, the mapping is indicated by the arrows at the left side of the diagram. In order to generate the encoded sequence, the encoder uses the source output as a sequence of instructions and follows the "upper" or the "lower" branch emanating to the right from the current node depending on whether the next source digit is, respectively, a 0 or a 1. In the tree representation of an (S, X, k) tree code, each node at each level is connected to S nodes at the next higher level, and each branch is labeled by a block of k digits from X. The rate of such a code is defined as (l/k)ln S (nats/channel use) or (l/k)log, S (bits/channel use). All rates in this paper are in natural units (nats).
The path in the code tree that corresponds to the actual encoder output sequence (i.e., the transmitted sequence) is called the correct path. Nodes on the correct path are called correct nodes.
We adopt the following notation for the channel output sequence. The channel output block received in response to the m th channel input block eu( m) is denoted by y(m), the entire channel output sequence y(l), y(2), . . . by y, and the initial segment y(1); * a, y(m) by y(. . m).
B. Sequential Decoding
Sequential decoding is a tree search algorithm for finding the correct path in a code tree based on information available from the channel output sequence. The algorithm relies on what is called a metric for directing its search.3 Ordinarily, the metric is chosen as a function that measures the correlation between channel input and output sequences. However, any function I' of the form r: fi XmkXYmk+[-q+co) (2.1) m=l can serve as a metric in a situation where X is the channel input alphabet, Y the channel output alphabet, and k the number of channel input symbols per branch of the tree code. For example, the metric value of a node u(. . m) is given by l?(eu(. . m), y(. . m)).
Notice that I'(eu(. . m), y(. . m)) does not depend on the portion of y beyond y( . . m), namely y(m + l), y(m t-2), . * f . This restriction on the form of metrics is an integral part of sequential decoding; without it, the upper bound of this paper on the cutoff rate would not hold. Also notice that the metric is allowed to take on the value -00. This makes it possible to rule out a node permanently from further consideration by the sequential decoding algorithm when there is no doubt that it is incorrect.
A well-known metric for sequential decoding is the following metric due to Fano [2] , which is stated here as an example. where w is a p.d. on Yk. There are two well-known versions of sequential decoding: Fano's algorithm and the stack algorithm of Zigangirov [6] and Jelinek [7] . For practical purposes, Fano's algorithm is probably preferable since it requires almost no storage. However, in this paper we consider only the stack algorithm, primarily because it is simpler to describe and analyze. The results can easily be extended to Fano's algorithm.
At each step of the stack algorithm, there is a list of nodes in which nodes are ordered with respect to their metric values. This list is referred to as the stack. The metric values of the nodes in the stack increase towards the top of the stack. Ties between the metric values are broken by some fixed but arbitrary rule. Each step of the stack algorithm consists of deleting the node at the stacktop and inserting its immediate descendants into the stack. At the start of the algorithm, the origin is the only node in the stack, and it has a metric value of zero.
The tie-breaking rule mentioned above is assumed to be based on some ordering relation on the set of nodes in the 3The metric in sequential decoding is not a metric in the usual mathematical sense of the word. code tree. Thus, for example, if u(, . i) and u(. . j) are any two nodes in the stack with equal metric values, u(, . i) will be closer to the stack-top than v(. . j) iff u(. . i) precedes u(. . j) with respect to this ordering relation.
To study the average complexity of sequential decoding, one has to make an assumption about the source statistics. Throughout, our assumption will be that each path in the code tree is equally likely to be the correct path. We shall express the average complexity of sequential decoding in terms of a quantity h(K, e, I, t) which we define as the expected number of nodes in a tree code e that reach the stack-top before the correct level-t node, assuming that K is the channel and I' is the metric. Thus, (l/t)h(K, e, I, t) can be thought of as the average number of computations for the sequential decoder to move one step forward on the correct path along an initial segment consisting of t branches.
Intuitively speaking, sequential decoding cannot be considered practical if (l/t)A(K, e, I', t) goes to infinity as t increases. In fact, we would like to have (l/t)A(K, e, I, t) bounded uniformly over all t. Formalizing this idea, we say that a rate R is achievable (by sequential decoding) iff there exists a code e with rate 2 R and a metric l? such that sup{(Vt)A(Ke,Lt)} ~00.
tt1 (2.3)
The supremum of all achievable rates is called the (computational) cutoff rate and denoted R,,,(K). The proof of R,,,,(K) I R,(K) consists of showing that, for any rate R satisfying R > R,(K), it is impossible to find a code e with rate 2 R and a metric I' such that (2.3) holds. The first step of the proof will be to find a lower bound on A, which we do in the next section. We end this section by examining the necessary conditions for a node to reach the stack-top before some other node.
Consider sequential decoding of a code e. Let I? be the metric, u(. . i) and v(. . j) be any two distinct nodes, and y be the received sequence. Suppose that the minimum value of the metric on the path to node u(. . i) is greater than that on the path to u(. . j); i.e.,
It follows directly from the rules of the stack algorithm that v(. . j) cannot reach the stack-top before u( . . i).
There is, of course, no assertion that u( . . i) wiil necessarily reach the stack-top. Notice that the tie-breaking rule plays no role in this argument. Now suppose that
In this case, it is the tie-breaking rule that determines which of the nodes u(. . i) and u( . . j) has priority over the other in reaching the stack-top. Again, there is no assertion that either node will necessarily reach the stack-top.
We say that u(.. i) is favored over v(.. j) when y is received if U( . . j) cannot reach the stack-top before u(. . i) when y is the received sequence. Given two nodes u( . . i) and u(. . j), and a received sequence y, one can determine which node is favored by running the stack algorithm for the pruned code tree in which all nodes are deleted except for those on the paths to u(. . i) and u(. . j). Notice that it suffices to know only an initial segment y(. . max{ i, j}) of the received sequence y to determine whether u(. . i) is favored over v(. . j) or not.
III. A LOWER BOUND ON A( K, e, I?, t)
For and channel K = (P, X, Y) and any block code f with block length N and codewords f(l), . -. , f(M)
reaches the stack-top with probability one.
Suppose that node i is the correct node at level t: Let j be some other level-t node. Since i, being the correct node, reaches the stack-top with certainty, the probability that j reaches the stack-top before i equals P(&(i, j)le(t, i)). Thus, 5 P (d(i, j>le(t, i) ) (3.4) j=l is the expected number of level-t nodes that reach the stack-top before node i, conditional on i being correct. Averaging (3.4) over i, we obtain (3.3).
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is now completed as follows. From (3.3), we have
{ r( E YN: PM f(i)) s Phi f(j))} y + P(a(j, i>le(t, j>>}. (3.5) .S?(i, j) = if i# j, Let us examine the summand in (3.5) for i # j. 0, if i= j.
P(dae(i, j)le(t, i)> + P(dj, i>le(t, j>) (3.2) = C Phl4 i>)+ C Phl& A> qE4j,i)
Note that P( g( i, j)l f(i)) is the probability that message j is at least as likely as message i, conditional on i being the transmitted message. If the messages are equiprobable, q E Ni, j) 2 C fin{ P(rlle(t, q E Ykt (3.5) then X(K, f ) is the expected number of incorrect messages that are at least as likely as the correct message.
The following lemma reduces the problem of lower-2 (1/2){P(W, jh( t, i))+ P(g(j, i>le(t, j)>). (3.6) bounding A(K, e, T, t) to one of lower-bounding X( K, e(t)), where e(t) denotes the block code obtained by truncating the tree code e at level t. This idea has also been used by Jacobs and Berlekamp [4] . Lemma 3.1: A(K,e, I?, t) 2 (1/2)A(K,e(t)).
Proof: Let K = (P, X, Y) and (S, X, k) be the parameters of e. Let the level-t nodes in e be labeled by integers 1; * *, S'. Let e(t, i) denote the encoded sequence for the i th level-t node. e( t, i) will also denote the ith codeword of the block code e(t).
Claim:
Inequality (3.5) follows from the fact that &(i, j) and .&( j, i) are complementary sets for i # j. The factor of l/2 in (3.6) accounts for the fact that, for i # j, .%(i, j) and g( j, i) have in common those q for which P(+%t, i>> = PWO, jN. Substitution of the above inequality into (3.5) yields the desired result, as shown below. Note that the i = j terms in (3.7) are zero since S?(i, i) = 0.
2A(K,e,r,t)k(1/2St) g g {P(g(i,j)le(t,i)) i=l j=l A(K,e, I', t) 2 (l/S') 5 g P(&(i, j)le(t,i)) (3.3) is1 j=l
where for each pair of distinct level-t nodes t and j, we have defined zZ(i, j) = {q E Ykt: node j is favored over node i when the first t branches of the received sequence is q } , = (l/S') E 5 P(.G?(i, j)le(t,i)) (3.8) i=l j=l =h(K,e(t)). in terms of lower bounds to the probability of decoding Proof of the Claim: If the probability that the correct error for fixed-composition block codes. We begin with node at level t never reaches the stack-top is positive, then some definitions.
A p.d. Q on X is said to be the composition of [E XN iff, for each 5 E X, NQ(,$) equals the number of times E appears in 5. A p.d. Q on X is said to be a composition CZUSS on XN iff NQ(<) is integer-valued for each [ E X. A block code is said to be a fixed-composition block code iff all of its codewords have the same composition.
Let K = (P, X, Y) be a DMC, and f be a block code for K with block length N and number of codewords M. Denote the codewords of f by f(l), * . . , f(M). In connection with K and f, consider a decoder d, and let z denote the output of d. The probability of decoding error for message i is defined as Pr {Z # iI f(i)}; i.e., the conditional probability that the decoder output is not equal to i given that f(i) is transmitted. The average probability of decoding error for a code j and decoder d is defined as
The above definitions are valid whether or not f is a fixed-composition code. For every composition class Q on XN, we define
where the minimum is over all codes f with M codewords, block length N, and fixed-composition Q, and all decoders d. The following lemma is the main result of this section; it is stated in a form slightly more general than is actually needed for our purposes.
Lemma 4.1: For every DMC K = (P, X, Y), every code f with fixed-composition Q, block length N, and number of codewords M, and every collection of integers t, Ml,* * *y M, satisfying 1) t 21, (2) Mi 2 1 for each i = 1; . . ,t, and 3) M-l=C,,i,,(Mi-l), 2 P,(K, M/t, N, Q), so we should have X( K, f) 2 tP,( K, M/t, N, Q), as the lemma claims.
The difficulty with this heuristic argument is that the groups in the above experiment do not stay fixed, whereas the quantity P,(K, M/t, N, Q) pertains to fixed codes. Nonetheless, the above ideas motivate the following proof. The proof is given for the general case (not just for M, = M/t), but this generalization requires no new ideas. Averaging both sides of (4.5) over i, we obtain Remark: To gain an intuitive feeling for this lemma, suppose that M/t is much larger than 1, and consider the case Mi = M/t for each i. The above claim, which is now X( K, f) r tP,( K, M/t, N, Q), can be made plausible by considering the following experiment.
First randomly choose a message for transmission, then randomly partition the remaining messages into t groups such that the size of each group is = M/t. Transmit the codeword corresponding to the chosen message. Search each group for a message whose codeword is at least as likely, conditional on the received word, as the transmitted codeword; if there is such a message, say that an error has occurred in that group. Lemma 4.1 lower-bounds A(K, f) by the expected number of groups in which errors occur. This expected number is simply the sum, over all groups, of the probability that there is an error in a given group. We expect to have the probability of error in each group to be X(K, f) 2 (l/M) IF C J%(S) fI p(~;i(S,)lf(i)). (4.19) completes the proof.
We say that a code g is a subcode of a code f if the (4.9) codewords of g form a subset of the codewords of f. A lower bound on X( K, f ), which will be useful later, is the
Lemma 4.2: For every code j (not necessarily a fixedcomposition code) and every subcode g of f, 
V. SPHERE-PACKING LOWER BOUNDS FOR FIXED-COMPOSITION CODES
This section lists certain results4 about lower bounds to the probability of decoding error for block codes. These (4.14) results will be used in the next section to prove that R camp I R,. References to the proofs of results listed here can be found in the Appendix. 4The results in this section are well-known, so we do not make an effort here to assign credit to original contributors. Our main reference is the book by Csiszar and Kiirner [8] . Claim: There is a function !J( e) such that for all i 2 Q(E) the following conditions hold simultaneously. 5The function E, here and the E, in Section I are different functions.
Proof of the Claim: First, it is obvious that (6.3) is satisfied for all i sufficiently large, because N,( 1x1, JYI, S) is finite and independent of Qi. For (6.4) and (6.5), simply verify that (l/Ni)ln(Mi/Li) tends to zero as i goes to infinity, and recall that M, 2 exp { N,(R, + e)}.
For (6.6)-(6.8), first verify that the difference of the right sides of (6.7) and (6.8) tends to zero as i goes to infinity, and conclude that conditions (6.7) and (6.8) essentially amount to having R,(Qi) + S < (1/4)ln Hi < R,(Qi) +26 (6.9) for all sufficiently large i. Now, clearly, a number Hi, satisfying (6.9) and (6.6), can be found since R,(Qi)+26 < (l/N;)ln Li for all sufficiently large i. This is because, first, by the argument in the preceding paragraph, R, + e/2 < (l/N;)ln Li for all sufficiently large i, and second, by Lemma 5.4 and (6.2), R,(Qi) +26 I R, + f/4 for all i. Now suppose that i 2 G(c). Let Hi be chosen so that (6.6)-(6.8) are satisfied. The proof is completed by the following sequence of steps, each of which is subsequently justified: Inequality (6.10) follows by Lemma 4.2; (6.11) by (6.6) and Corollary 4.1; (6.12) by (6.3), (6.7), and Lemma 5.1; (6.13) by Lemma 5.2; (6.14) by Lemma 5.3; (6.15) by (6.4) and (6.8); (6.17) 'by the nonnegativity of R,(Q;); (6.18) by (6.2); and (6.19) by (6.5).
Theorem: For every discrete memoryless channel K, ROW ~hxn*(k')~ (6.20)
Proof: If e is a tree code for K with rate > R,(K), then by Lemma 6.1, X(K,e(t)) increases exponentially in t; hence by Lemma 3.1, so do A(K, e, r, t) and (l/t)A(K, e, r, t). Therefore, rates above R,(K) are not achievable by sequential decoding; i.e., R,(K) 2 R .mqsK)* VII. COMPLEMENTARYREMARKS To state a fundamental property of R,, let us recall a result, known as the union or the Bhattacharyya bound (see, e.g., [12, p. 68] ), which constitutes a converse to Lemma 6.1. For every pair of positive integers M and N, there exists a block code f with block length N and number of codewords M such that h(K, j) IMexp{ -NR,(K)}.
P-1)
In view of Lemma 6.1 and (7.1), R,(K) can be interprew as a threshold such that for every R 2 0: 1) if R > R,, then, for every sequence of block codes fr, ji, j3, * * * with increasing block length, and rate 2 R for each jk, h( K, jk) goes to infinity (exponentially) with increasing k; 2) if R < R,, then there exists a sequence of block codes fI> fi? f37 * * * with increasing block length, and rate 2 R for each jk, such that X(K, jk) goes to zero (exponentially) with increasing k. (The behavior of X is in general unknown for R = R,.)
It is important to note that the above property of R, makes no mention of tree codes or sequential decoding, while the cutoff rate R,,,,, is defined in terms of tree codes and sequential decoding. Strictly speaking, it is inappropriate to refer to R, as the cutoff rate, even though it turns out that R, = R,,,; instead, R, should be recognized as a threshold in the above sense.
R 0 upper-bounds R camp essentially because of property 1) above, and the fact that sequential decoding does not have a "look-ahead" capability. It would be incorrect to think that R,, because of the above properties, constitutes a limit for every system to rates at which reliable communication is possible in practice. There are many wellknown practical decoding schemes that can achieve rates well beyond R,. Some of these schemes are in fact variations of sequential decoding itself. As a recent example, we may cite the work of Massey [9] on a certain optical channel.
It is of theoretical interest to determine the exact exponential rate of increase of the quantities X(K, f,) in Lemma 6.1, that is, the behavior of (l/Ni)ln h( K, fi) as i goes to infinity. With minor modifications to the proof of Lemma 6.1, one can prove that under the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 and for any E' > 0, X(K, h)>exp{A+(l-e')} (7.4 for all sufficiently large i (i.e., i 2 ti(e, c') for some function a). This can be interpreted as saying that the exponential rate of increase of h is never smaller than the excess rate over R,.
Another problem of interest is to determine whether instantaneous feedback from channel output to encoder input increases the cutoff rate (or the R, threshold). Preliminary work shows that feedback does not increase the cutoff rate, at least for a class of symmetric DMC's which includes the binary symmetric channel. This subject will be explored further in a future publication.
